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becamne an important source of income as
economic and social conditions changed.
Therefore, these transitional works often
served as the link between the traditional
art of the past and the contemporary
artist.

Contemporary art
The show celebrates the renewed vigor of
northwest coast Indian art in the past 20
years by presenting a large group of spe-
cially commissioned contemporary pleces.
Drawing upon the bold colour, elegant
form and dynamic expression of the rich
cultural heritage, each artist re-interprets
the myths and symbols of the Northwest
Coast legacy.

The Legacy was the first large-scale
exhibition of the northwest coast Indian
art to be organized in British Columbia
for display overseas. It was on 'display at
the 1980 Edinburgh Festival, and was
later shown in Yorkshire, England. The
showing at the Museum of Anthropology
is the opening in North America for the
exhibition.

The Legacy exhibition was produced
from works in collections of the British
Columbia Provincial Museum. The main
funding for the exhibit was provided.
by the British Columbia govemnment,
National Museums of Canada and the
University of British Columbia's Museum
of Anthropology.

A richly illustrated catalogue contain-
ing colour reproductions and informa-
tive essays on the art and artists has also
been produced for the exhibition.
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